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A. AREA SURVEYED 

This navigable area survey was conducted in accordance with Hydrographic Project 
Instructions OPR-P385-KR-20012, Approaches to Anchorage, Northern Cook Inlet; 
Alaska dated March 1, 2001. 

The purpose of this contract was to provide NOAA with modern, accurate hydrographic 
survey data with which to update the nautical charts of this area. Dramatic bottom 
changes, both shoaling and deepening have been reported. The survey area is 
approximately 12.3 square nautical miles with the southerly limits 0.4 nautical miles 
south of Woronzof  Shoal and the northerly limits off the city of Anchorage. Cook Inlet is 
a major commercial shipping lane for the Port of Anchorage, which lies on the eastern 
edge of this project. It has been an established international Port since 1961. A new dock; 
Port Mackenzie is on the west shore, and north of this survey. Construction for the Port 
Mackenzie dock began in 1998 and there is a comprehensive plan of development in the 
near future. These Ports and the ships that use them rely heavily on the accuracy of the 
nautical chart that covers this area. Both Ports are detailed further in Section D. 
Additional Results.3 

Two shallow water, multibeam sonar systems were used to locate and determine the least 
depths over the obstructions, wrecks and shoals as well as to determine the least depths 
over the entire project area. This survey has a maximum depth of 166 feet and a 
minimum depth of 9 feet above datum.4 
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B.1 Equipment 

Seaducer 
Approximately 83 percent of the soundings for this survey were acquired from the motor 
vessel SeaDucer, with the remaining data collected from the jet boat Jolly Pickle.  The 
SeaDucer is a custom built aluminum Uscola Offshore Pilot vessel. Its overall length is 
thirty-one feet, with a beam of 10 feet and a draft of 1-2 feet. Major systems used on the 
SeaDucer are listed on the following table. 

VESSEL Seaducer 

LOA: 31 FT, BEAM 10.0 FT, DRAFT: 1-2 FT 
Equipment Manufacturer & 

Model
Multibeam sonar Reson SeaBat 8101
Positioning Seatex Seapath 200  
Sound velocity Applied Microsystems 

3317, 3279, 4427
Vessel attitude Seatex Seapath 200

 

Jolly Pickle 
The Jolly Pickle is a twenty-four foot Almar aluminum jet boat with an 8-foot beam and a 
draft of 1 ft. Major systems used on the Jolly Pickle are listed on the following table. 

VESSEL Jolly Pickle 

LOA: 24 FT, BEAM 8 FT, DRAFT: 1 FT 
Equipment Manufacturer & Model 

Multibeam sonar Reson SeaBat 8124
Positioning Seatex Seapath 200 RTK 

Trimble AG120 DGPS 
Sound velocity Applied Microsystems 

3259, 4425
Vessel attitude Seatex Seapath 200 

 

Equipment performance details are provided in the Project-Wide Report, Sections A, 
Equipment and B, Quality Control.5 
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B2. Quality Control 

The internal consistency and integrity of the survey data was found to be good. All of the 
soundings that appear on the smooth sheet meet or exceed the accuracy requirements of 
the specifications.  

Survey H-11030 (Sheet B) has 1150 Nautical Miles of main scheme lines and 55 NM of 
crosslines. This equates to 4.8 % of the mainscheme lines and is slightly less then the  
requirements of 5%.  The difference is due to “fill in” lines ran, after the mainscheme 
were done, to collect data for any gaps in coverage.  

There were 57 crosslines and 1040 mainscheme lines in Sheet B.  This resulted in 3904 
crossings. A total of 43 crossings were analyzed, each one from a different crossline, 
which complies with the requirements of the SOW.6 

Statistical analysis of the crossline comparisons was accomplished using the Caris HIPS 
Quality control report tool. This tool is used to compare the sounding data from the 
crossline against a reference DTM surface. The reference DTM surface is constructed 
with soundings from a mainscheme survey line. In most cases the mainscheme line was 
selected to be close in time to the crossline in order to minimize any failed intersections 
due to bottom change as opposed to sounder error. The changing seafloor is very 
apparent in Cook Inlet and is detailed further in the Project Wide Data Acquisition and 
Processing report. The output from this tool is a text report containing statistical results of 
the differences between the crossline data and the mainscheme line data. The statistics are 
grouped by sonar beam number and can be found in Separate V7 of this report. A 
spreadsheet is included which summarizes the range of beams within each crossline 
comparison which meet or exceed the 95% compliance standard.  

The crossline reports generated with the Caris program use a class file that was developed 
from the NOAA specifications for this project. The table below shows the parameters for 
this class file. 

Min.    
Depth 

Max.         
Depth

Allowable      
Error

        0.0m        -10.00m       0.50m
   -10.00m        -20.00m       0.54m
   -20.00m       -30.00m       0.60m
   -30.00m        -40.00m       0.68m
   -40.00m        -50.00m       0.77m
   -50.00m    -1000.00m       1.4%

 

Each error in the file is for a depth mid way between each group (ex. -
10.00 to -20.00 uses -15 depth to compute an allowable error of .54). 
From –50m and deeper, a slope was computed.  The computed allowable 
errors met NOAA specifications for this project.8 
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Two histograms were made from the final smoothsheet soundings. The graphs show 
sounding distribution by beam number. Two multi-beam echo sounders were used on H-
11029, Sheet A. One was a Reson 8101 with 101 beams and the other a Reson 8124 with 
80 beams. The beams for the 8101 sounder are numbered from port to starboard, 1-101 
with beam 51 representing the nadir beam.  Likewise the 8124 sounder is numbered from 
port to starboard, 1-80.   

 8101 Histogram (Seaducer) 

There are two anomalies that are obvious in this chart. There are a large number of 
soundings used that come from the nadir area of the swath. The other irregularity 
observed in the data is that there is a definite bias favoring the midrange beams of the 
port side.  

 The above average nadir beam selections is something Terra Surveys, LLC has seen 
before and is systematic to this sounder. It is called the nadir spiking effect and it can be 
seen as an artifact in the sun illuminated DTM image. When two lines from this sounder 
are compared using the crossline analysis tool, the number of acceptable soundings of 
these beam numbers (48-53) is usually slightly less (less then 5%) than that of their 
neighbors but still within acceptable tolerance.  The shoal biasing of all cells brings these 
slightly shoaler soundings into the final data set. 

The port side bias is probably the result of these soundings being collected during the 
time when we had sonar noise producing outdrives on the collection vessel.  The port side 
data required an extra effort in cleaning and had a wider range of depths than the 
starboard. All soundings represented on the smooth sheet passed tolerances, but the wider 
range on the port side produced more smoothsheet soundings upon shoal biasing.9   

8124 Histogram (Jolly Pickle) 

The chart shows large spikes in the outer beams. The Jolly Pickle was used for a large 
amount of the shoal surveying along the shore. A review of the smoothsheet verified that 
most shoreline soundings were from the 8124’s outer beams. This is a result of surveying 
parallel to the shore with the Jolly Pickle, and generally caused the outer beams to collect 
the shoalest soundings. 
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Contemporary Survey Junctions 

This survey was compared to H-11031 (2001, Scale 1:10,000) and H-11029 (2001, Scale 
1:20,000). They adjoin this survey at the northern and southern limits respectfully.  
Generally the two surveys agreed. However for H-11031 (Sheet C), in the area of 
61°14’08. 07”N, 149°56’40. 54”W, there are several soundings that differ by as much as 
19 fee10t. Further investigation shows that the data with discrepancies was collected 34 
days apart and is an area of typical Cook Inlet bottom movement. In H-11029 (Sheet A) 
there are several areas that differ by as much as 8 feet.11 This is also in area of bottom 
movement. The DTM shows significant sand wave action along this junction. The table 
below details the positions and days apart surveyed. 

This phenomenon is discussed in detail in the Project Wide Data Acquisition Report and 
in Section D12 of this report. It is recommended that contours and soundings be updated in 
the next chart edition.13 

Compare H-11030(B) to H-11029(A) Junction14 

Latitude Longitude H-11030 
(B) depth 

H-11029 
(A) depth 

Days Apart 
Surveyed 

Comment 

61°13’39.67” 150°07’41.18” 20 feet 14 feet 49 days Shoaling 

61°13’13.62” 150°07’18.87” 19 feet 11 feet 72 days Shoaling 

61°12’53.15” 150°07’18.25” 11 feet 5 feet 67 days Shoaling 

61°12’43.57” 150°07’08.08” 16 feet 9 feet 67 days Deepening 
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The DTM image below shows some of the sand wave action along the junction of H-
11030 and H-11029. 

 

The DTM images from both surveys overlaid.
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Quality Control Checks 

All of the quality control methods and procedures are detailed in the Project Wide Data 
Acquisition and Processing Report. There were no unique problems that pertain to this 
survey. A table of Line Statistics is included in Separate V, Crossline Comparisons15 that 
details all required aspects of quality control on each line.16 
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B3.  Corrections To Echo Soundings 

Hydrographic Survey H-11030 was performed with two other surveys in Project OPR-
P385-KR-200117. Any changes affects all three surveys in the area and is described in the 
project wide Data Acquisition and Processing Report.18 There are some unique tide 
corrections to this sheet. This is summarized below and detailed in Section C. of the 
Project Wide Data Acquisition and Processing Report. 

Daily measurements from a Reference Point (RP) on the hull to the waterline derived 
static draft.  The draft was recorded twice daily.  The draft readings were incorporated 
into a database, which included the date and time, line name, and engine RPM.  This 
static draft was used in conjunction with the settlement and squat data to create a delta-
draft file used in Caris processing.19 

Tide Issues unique to H-11030 

The survey began on DN 138.  Tide stations Fire Island (945-5912) and Port Mackenzie 
(945-5934) began collecting data on DN 148.  Survey data collected before Fire Island 
(945-5912) data was available was processed using Anchorage (945-5920) and Nikiski 
(945-5760).  The Discreet zone interpolation method was used.  The time offset for 
Nikiski was determined using an average of the highs and lows published on NOAA’s 
web server.  Nikiski (945-5760) was used as the secondary gauge in the adjustment.  The 
standard discreet zone with time offset and range corrector method left tidal artifacts 
approaching 1 meter.  The Discreet zone interpolation method reduced the tidal artifacts 
to 0.3 meters or less.  The data collected after the Fire Island (945-5912) gauge was 
operational was reduced using Anchorage (945-5920) and Fire Island (945-5912) and the 
discreet zone interpolation method. 
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C. Vertical and Horizontal Control 

Soundings for this survey were tide adjusted using data from NOAA Tide Station 
Anchorage 945-5920, Nikiski (945-5760), Fire Island 945-5912, and Port Mackenzie 
945-5934. The Fire Island and Port Mackenzie gauges are subordinate stations installed 
by Terra Surveys, LLC and LCMF Inc for this project. Anchorage preliminary water 
level data was downloaded from the NOAA web site (http://www.co-ops.nos.noaa.gov) 
daily. The survey began on DN 138.  Tide stations Fire Island (945-5912) and Port 
Mackenzie (945-5934) began collecting data on DN 148.  Survey data collected before 
Fire Island (945-5912) data was available was processed using Anchorage (945-5920) 
and Nikiski (945-5760).  The Discreet zone interpolation method was used.  The time 
offset for Nikiski was determined using an average of the highs and lows published on 
NOAA’s web server.  Nikiski (945-5760) was used as the secondary gauge in the 
adjustment.  The standard discreet zone with time offset and range corrector method left 
tidal artifacts approaching 1 meter.  The Discreet zone interpolation method reduced the 
tidal artifacts to 0.3 meters or less.  The data collected after the Fire Island (945-5912) 
gauge was operational was reduced using Anchorage (945-5920) and Fire Island (945-
5912) and the discreet zone interpolation method. The final zoning methodology is 
described in further detail in the Project wide Vertical and Horizontal Control report.20 

The horizontal control datum for this survey is North American Datum of 1983(NAD 
83). The projection used during collection was UTM, Zone 5. United States Coast Guard 
Stations (USCG) TSEA and Kenai were used to send correctors to the survey vessels. A 
24-hour observation on Cooperative station CMJV2 was used as a fixed point DGPS 
performance check on TSEA. The observation survey showed the position on CMJV2 met 
the required accuracy standards. The 24-hour observation survey is detailed in the Project 
Wide Vertical and Horizontal Control report. A summary of the daily DGPS confidence 
checks can be found in the Project Wide Vertical and Horizontal Control report as well. 
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D1. Chart Comparison 

There were no Local Notice to Mariners that affected the survey area. Notice number 
36(Monthly Edition-September 2001) was the last notice reviewed for this project. 

This survey was compared in AutoCAD Map and MicroStation to the following charts:21 

Chart Scale Edition Date 

16660 1:194,154 27th  April 19,1997 

16663 1:100,000 5th  July 12,1997 

16665 1:50,000 7th March 31, 2001 

This chart comparison showed many changes within the survey. As a result, a Danger to 
Navigation report was generated and can be found in Appendix I of this report.22  

The survey found two significant rock fields. They have been labeled as rocky (rky) and 
are described below. 

Vicinity Comment 

61°13‘15”N and 150°00’39” W An area of approximately 100 notable rocks. Least 
depths range from 33 to 95 feet. They surround 
AWOIS Item 52650. The Fire Island Fairway passes 
through this rock field. See following screen 
capture.23 

Fairway 

Area of above table 
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Vicinity Comment 

61°13’07” N and 150°02’35” W A smaller field is centered approximately at this 
location with least depths ranging from 48 feet to 62 
feet.  This area is approximately 580 meters North of 
the Fire Island Fairway line. See following screen 
capture.24 

 

Fairway 

Area of above table 
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Additional rocks not found on chart25 

Chart 
Depth 

H-11030 
Feet 

Latitude Longitude Comment On Agreement With 
Chart 

N/A 37 61° 13’ 28.18” N 149° 55’ 23.63” W Rock not noted on chart 

N/A 20 61° 12’ 54.05” N 149° 57’ 52.70” W Rock not noted on chart 

N/A 27 61° 12’ 51.37” N 149° 58’ 46.73” W Rock not noted on chart 

N/A 86 61° 13’ 04.90” N 149° 58’ 49.31” W Rock not noted on chart 

 

Additional rocky areas26 

Chart 
Depth 

H-11030 
Feet 

Latitude Longitude Comment On Agreement With 
Chart 

N/A 1127 61° 14’ 15.49” N 150° 01’ 50.98” W Rock not noted on chart 

N/A 8 61° 14’ 04.27” N 150° 00’ 07.06” W Rock not noted on chart 

N/A 9 61° 14’ 04.20” N 149° 59’ 55.83” W Rock not noted on chart 

N/A Varies 61° 14’ 00.20” N 149° 59’ 26.72” W Rocky Area not noted on chart

 

Area of above table 
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Additional rocky areas28 

Chart 
Depth 

H-11030 
Feet 

Latitude Longitude Comment On Agreement With 
Chart 

N/A Varies 61° 12’ 34.67” N 149° 59’ 06.10” W Rocky Area not noted on chart

N/A 10 61° 12’ 27.63” N 149° 59’ 59.29 W Rock not noted on chart 

 

 

Area of above table 
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Additional rocky areas29 

Chart 
Depth 

H-11030 
Feet 

Latitude Longitude Comment On Agreement With 
Chart 

N/A Varies 61° 12’ 24.93” N 150° 01’ 38.15” W Rocky Area not noted on chart

 

 

 

Area of above table 
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The follow is a table of soundings and positions that disagree with the chart.30 

Chart  
Depth 

H-11030 
Feet 

Latitude Longitude Comment 

15 24 61° 14’ 26.69” N 150° 05’ 08.69” W  

46 28 61° 11’ 57.91” N 150° 06’ 53.67” W  

27 8 61° 11’ 32.44” N 150° 05’ 11.82” W See Danger To 
Navigation Report 

21 30 61° 12’ 01.93” N 150° 04’ 38.71” W  

53 40 61° 12’ 49.79” N 150° 02’ 39.07” W See Danger To 
Navigation Report 

56 72 61° 13’ 41.56” N 149° 56’ 48.35” W  

76 57 61° 13’ 38.96” N 149° 56’ 48.35” W  

26 19 61° 14’ 22.10” N 149° 55’ 15.90” W  

35 9 61° 13’ 07.06” N 149° 57’ 09.10” W  

35 20 61° 12’ 54.28” N 150° 06’ 43.36” W  

23 13 61° 12’ 52.02” N 150° 05’ 02.84” W  
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The following images address the bottom changes discovered during this survey.  
Soundings were suppressed with a radius of 200 meters and all the smoothsheet contours 
have been superimposed on top. 

North Point and Knik Arm Shoal 

The north end of North Point Shoal lies in the Southerly part of H-11030.  The survey 
encompasses all of Knik Arm Shoal.  There is significant widening and increased 
shoaling of this geographical area.  The image below compares the survey to the chart. 
This is typical of the dynamics of the Cook Inlet bottom and is further described in the 
Project Wide Data Acquisition and Processing Report and in Section D2 of this report. 
This area has been addressed in the Danger to Navigation Report, Appendix I.31 

 

Chart 16665 with new survey contours overlaid 

Recommendations 

The newest editions of affected charts should reflect this change. This area will require 
continuous surveys32  

Shoaling 

Shoal Contour Widening

Shoaling 

Shoal Contour Widening

Shoal Contour Widening
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New Channel along the North Shore 

There is a deepening trend on the north side of the survey. The chart shows a channel that 
slopes up towards the mud, whereas the survey reveals the bottom to be shoaler in the 
charted channel and then slopes off into new channel where it used to be shoal. 
Essentially, the channel has migrated North. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chart 16665 with new survey contours overlaid 

 

Recommendations 

The newest editions of affected charts should reflect this change. This area will require 
continuous surveys.33 

 

Deepening trend 

24 foot contour advancing 

Area Shoaling 
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Bottom Changes at the North End of the Survey 

There are both deepening and shoaling trends at the north end of this survey. As noted on 
the chart, it is an area of strong currents, therefore it is likely in a constant state of flux. 
This area is critical for mariners needing safe passage to the Port MacKenzie dock.  

 

Chart 16665 with new survey contours overlaid 

 

Recommendations 

The newest editions of affected charts should reflect this change. This area will require 
continuous surveys.34 
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Woronzof Shoal 

As seen below, the Woronzof Shoal is receding somewhat to the West and advancing to 
the North. An area just North of the Shoal has silted in above datum. This area has been 
addressed in the Danger to Navigation Report, Appendix I.35 

 

Chart 16665 with new survey contours overlaid 

 

Recommendations 

The newest editions of affected charts should reflect this change. This area will require 
continuous surveys.36 

 

 

 

 

 

Receding contour 

Advancing contour 
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AWOIS Items 

This contract required full investigations of four AWOIS items37.  Reports and chart 
comparisons for each item are given on the following pages. 

Record Description Comment 

50758 Knik Arm 
Shoal 

Feature’s depth range is 16-29 feet (AWOIS History 
range is 18-23 feet).   Shoal is advancing to the 
North. See screen capture. See Section D1 of this 
report for more on shoal definition. See AWOIS 
Figure 1. 

 

 

AWOIS Item 50758 with contours and weeded soundings overlaid on Chart 16555 

AWOIS Figure 1 
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Item Investigation Report 
 

Item Description (as charted): Knik Arm Shoal 

Source:  AWOIS 50758 

Charted Position: Lat 61°12’17.01’’   Long 150°05’25.99” 

Charts Affected: 16665 7th edition March 2001 

 

Investigation 

 

Date(s)/Day Number(s):  162    Survey Vessel Name:  SeaDucer 

Position Numbers/Time:  370752/ 17:22:12 

Investigation Method: Shallow Water Multibeam Sonar 

Surveyed Position (NAD83): Lat 61°12’18.19’’   Long 150°05’21.86” 

Position Determined By: Differential GPS 

Investigation Summary: 

The area has full coverage.  The Northeast edge as shown on the chart has migrated 
Northward.  A dredged and maintained channel runs in a North Easterly direction on the 
South side of Buoy “7”.  Buoy “2KA” no longer exists. The least depth for the site is 16 
feet located just North of Buoy “7”. 

Charting Recommendation 

 

Remove Buoy “2KA” from the chart.  Adjust the contour line to the North to note the 
migration of the shoal. 

 

Recommended Least Depth: 16 feet38 
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Record Description Comment 

50759 Woronzof 
Shoal 

Outside Area of Hydrography 

See AWOIS Figure 2. 

 

 

AWOIS Item 50759 with contours and weeded soundings overlaid on Chart 16555 

AWOIS Figure 2 

 

. 
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Record Description Comment 

52649 Shoal Area still has some depths of 29 to 30 feet.  Area is 
currently a dredged and maintained channel. The 
shoal is marked on the smoothsheet. See screen 
capture below. The definition of the shoal is further 
described in Section D1 of this report. See AWOIS 
figures 3 and 4. 

 

AWOIS Item 52649 with contours and weeded soundings overlaid on Chart 16555 

AWOIS Figure 3 

 

 

DTM showing dredged channel 

AWOIS Figure 4 
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Item Investigation Report 
 
 

Item Description (as charted): Shoal 

Source: AWOIS 52649 

Charted Position: Lat 61°12’01.87’’   Long 150°04’39.07” 

Charts Affected: 16665 7th edition March 2001 

 

Investigation 

Date(s)/Day Number(s): 155    Survey Vessel Name: SeaDucer 

Position Numbers(ID)/Time: 241166/ 22:41:44 

Investigation Method: Shallow Water Multibeam Sonar 

Surveyed Position (NAD83):  N 6,788,635.04 E 657,036.23 (m) UTM Zone 5 

Position Determined By: Differential GPS 

Investigation Summary:  

The area has full coverage.  The least depth for the site is 29 feet, and can be found at the 
South edge of the site. The charted depth for this area is 21 feet. Compared to the chart 
this area has changed due to dredging and maintenance. 

 

Charting Recommendation 

 

Adjust the contour line to the reduction of the shoal. 

Recommended Least Depth:  29 feet39 
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Record Description Comment 

52650 Charted 
Rocks 

Rocky area. Feature’s least depth is 33 feet (AWOIS 
History is 31 feet). Found and marked as rky on the 
final smoothsheet. See AWOIS figure 5. 

 

 

AWOIS Item 52650 with contours and weeded soundings overlaid on Chart 16555 

AWOIS Figure 5
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Item Investigation Report 
 

Item Description (as charted): Charted Rocks 

Source: AWOIS 52650 

Charted Position: Lat 61°13’10.00’’   Long 150°00’20.00” 

Charts Affected: 16665 7th edition March 2001 

 

Investigation 

 

Date(s)/Day Number(s): 166    Survey Vessel Name: SeaDucer 

Position Numbers/Time:  98436/ 16:13:50 

Investigation Method: Shallow Water Multibeam Sonar 

Surveyed Position (NAD83): N 6,790,374.56 E 660,695.93 (m) UTN Zone 5 

Position Determined By: Differential GPS 

Investigation Summary: 

The area has full coverage. A large number of rocks exists in this area.  They range in 
depth from 33 feet to 91 feet. 

 

Charting Recommendation 

Change the noted individual rocks on the chart to several rocky symbols. 

Recommended Least Depth:  33 ft40 
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An additional list of three AWOIS items was provided for information only.  A review of 
the three informational items compared to the chart and a digital terrain model produced 
from the survey is summarized below. 

Record Description Comment 

51900 Sewer 
Terminus 

Outside Area of Hydrography 

51901 Barge Outside Area of Hydrography 

52651 Obstruction 
or Wreck 

Outside Area of Hydrography 
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D2. Additional Results 

Shoreline verification was not required for this survey.41 

There were two Aids to Navigation in this survey to report on. 

Name on chart  USCG Light list name  

G “7”   Knik Arm Shoal Lighted Buoy 7 (Volume VI 2001) 

R N”2KA”  Knik Arm Shoal North Side Buoy 2KA (last listed in Volume VI 
1999)  

Found: Knik Arm Shoal Lighted Buoy 7 (Volume VI 2001)42 

Terra Surveys, LLC hydrographers identified and obtained a position on G”7”. It appears 
to serve it’s intended purpose and is at its record position. 

Published 2001 Light list Position:  61° 12’ 12” N, 150° 05’ 24” W43 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Knik Arm Shoal Lighted Buoy 7 
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Not Found: Knik Arm Shoal North Side Buoy 2KA (last listed in Volume VI 1999) 

Light list position Volume VI 1999: 61 12.4 N 150 05.6 W 

This light was searched for at it’s Light list position and not found. A review of past 
Light list editions lists shows the light was dis-established in notice number 17/99 

 

Recommendations44 

Remove this light from the next edition of affected charts.  

 

 

Aids to navigation in H-11030, Chart 16665 

FOUND

NOT FOUND
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Cable and Pipeline Crossings 

A 1.5m bin size, sun-illuminated DTM was made over the designated cable-crossing 
corridor in the vicinity of Point Woronzof.  Cables detected using this DTM image were 
found to be completely within the corridor.  The location of the cables detected from this 
survey agreed well with as-built drawings supplied by the United States Army Corp of 
Engineers (USACE).  No other cables were found on the sheet. 

The image below is a plan view of the cable-crossing corridor from Pt. Woronzof to Pt. 
MacKenzie.  Darker lines represent cables detected this survey.  Lighter lines are cable 
locations from prior as-built surveys (supplied by the USACE). 45  
 

 

Enlarged view of the DTM image used to locate cables from this survey, Chart 16665 
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Information of Significant Value 

The Dynamics of Cook Inlet 

Terra Surveys, LLC is quite intimate with Cook Inlet and have been performing USACE 
condition surveys near Anchorage since 1994.  This year, an extensive analysis was done 
of three sets of ten profile surveys of the same areas. The surveys clearly show that there 
is shoaling, deepening, sand waves and conversely, areas of little change. The time frame 
of these three surveys spans less then a year. The last two were done during the times of 
hydrography for this NOAA project; OPR-P385-KR-2001. The most likely assumption 
one can make about Cook Inlet is that the bottom is in a constant state of flux due to 
tides, currents and bottom type. 

The USACE surveys are detailed in the Project Wide Data and Acquisition report46, 
Section A. Equipment. The following page shows an example of the bottom changes 
observed in this survey, H-11030, Sheet B. 

Two of the USACE Profile Surveys fall in H-11030, Chart 16665 
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The image below is an example of bottom change over a period of 70 days. There is no 
definitive trend that is bias towards deepening or shoaling over the entire survey. The 
currents and tides are moving a lot of material around in relatively short periods of time. 
This particular area has changed by a half meter from DN 140 to DN 210. More 
deepening and shoaling trends in H-11030 are detailed in Section D1. Compare47 
Comparison. 

 

A typical change in bottom over 70 days as seen in CARIS HDCS 
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Knik Arm Shoal Dredging 

In the vicinity of 61°12’10 N and 150°04’53”W there is a dredged channel approximately 
310 meters wide along the fairway.  The area is maintained by the USACE and no longer 
has the charted depths of 21 and 27 feet.  The area has an approximate minimum depth of 
30 feet.48  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Charted fairway where dredging occurs 

 

 

 

The dredged channel as seen in the DTM 

FAIRWAY 

DREDGED CHANNEL
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Commerce in H-11030 

 
Marine vessels traveling through H-11030 are headed towards two main ports of call to 
the north located in survey H-11031. They are the Port of Anchorage and Port 
Mackenzie. The Port of Anchorage is an established international port that was 
constructed in 1961. The construction at Port Mackenzie began in1998 and is developing 
quickly as a potential economical boom for the communities on the west shore of Cook 
Inlet.  The safety of Cook Inlet, Anchorage and the surrounding communities rely heavily 
on the accuracy of the charts in this area. 
 
Port of Anchorage 
 
The port serves 80% of Alaska’s populated area, from Homer to the North Slope by 
means of rail, road and air cargo connections. It handles over 90% of all consumer goods 
sold in the railbelt, stages 100% of the exports of refined petroleum products from the 
state’s largest refinery in Fairbanks and a share of exports from refineries on the Kenai 
Peninsula and in Valdez. Anchorage is served regularly by two major carriers, which 
bring four to five ships weekly from the Pacific Northwest. Petroleum tankers supply jet 
fuel for airport operations, barges on-load petroleum products for western Alaska and 
ships from Japan and Korea call frequently transporting pipe, drilling mud, construction 
materials and automobiles.  

 
 

 
A Container Ship at the Port of Anchorage in survey H-11031
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Port MacKenzie 
 

The Port MacKenzie Dock was opened for limited use on May 15, 2001. It has been used 
primarily as on loading site for three barges carrying pre made houses and supplies to 
bush communities. There are construction plans for a ferry route between Anchorage and 
Port MacKenzie, and a deep draft shipping pier to be built off the dock extending into the 
inlet five to six hundred feet. There are land transport plans for more roads, rail access, 
tank farms and conveyor systems to load a variety of commercial materials such as coal, 
minerals and timber. The permit has been awarded for the ferry dock by the USACE; 
evidence that the plans are moving forward. 

 

 
Looking West at Port MacKenzie in Survey H-11031 
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USACE Activities 

Cook Inlet Navigation Channel Project 
 
The USACE has an important hand in Cook Inlet vessel safety.  
 
 Originally called the Knik Arm Shoal Channel, the project is widening to encompass 

North Point Shoal, Fire Island Shoal and is now called The Cook Inlet Navigation 
Channel Project. 

 
 Dredging for Knik Arm Shoal began in 1999 and was completed in 2000.  It is 

maintained by USACE.  While it is still unknown, at best this will involve major 
dredging every two to three years.  

 
 USACE maintains an area off the Port of Anchorage to a project depth of 35 feet 

MLLW. The high sediment load that leads to shoaling keep costs high, about 
$2,000,000 annually. The USACE has been conducting a feasibility study to increase 
the project depth to 45 feet MLLW at the Port of Anchorage. The Corps works with 
local interests, when they can, on a cost shared basis to fund these studies. Dredging 
spoils are dumped a minimum of 3000 feet off the face of the dock.  

 
The Corps presence in Cook Inlet is confined to federally authorized projects. The needs 
of commerce and the users of the Inlet (shippers, ports, and fisherman) drive these 
projects. Congress must approve any Corp project, and further maintenance in Cook Inlet 
is limited to the struggle to secure federal dollars. 

 

USACE’s Project Area for the Port of Anchorage 
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Observations of Interest 
 
There is a very deep bowl shaped area in the eastern half of Survey H-11030. The depths 
drop dramatically from approximately 30 feet to 125 feet.  
 

 
The Digital Terrain Model for H-11030( Sheet B) 
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Revisions Compiled During Office Processing and Certification 

1 PHB Revision – All Separates are filed with the field data. 

2 PHB Revision –2001 replace with 01 

3 PHB Revision-attached to this report. 

4 PHB Revision –minimum depth of 2 feet at datum. 

5 PHB Revision –Filed with the survey records. 

6 PHB Revision –Concur 

7 PHB Revision –Filed with the survey records in the same binder labeled Separate III. 

8 PHB Revision –Concur 

9 PHB Revision –See the Project Wide Data Acquisition and Processing Report for OPR-
P385-KR-2001 which is filed with the survey records. 

10 PHB Revision –Strikeout 19 replace with 9. 

11 PHB Revision –Concur 

12 PHB Revision – Filed with the survey records. 

13  PHB Revision –Concur 

14 PHB Revision – Survey H-11030 junctions H-11029 to the west.  Depth differences 
with this survey generally reflect 0-1 foot with no consistent shoal or deep bias.  
However, the area from latitude 61/12/30N to latitude 61/13/20W and from longitude 
150/07/00W to longitude 150/07/30W reveals more significant differences of 3-8 feet.  In 
this area H-11030 appears consistently deeper.   Additional information regarding 
junctions and historic bottom changes is found in section B2, Quality Control and section 
D1, Chart Comparison and the Descriptive Report for Survey H-11029, section D1. 

15 PHB Revision –Filed with the survey records along in the same binder as Separate III. 

16 PHB Revision – Concur. 

17 PHB Revision-Strikeout OPR-385-KR-2001. and replace with OPR-P385-KR-01 

18 PHB Revision – Filed with the survey records 

19 PHB Revision – Filed with the survey records 
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20 PHB Revision – Filed with the survey records 

21 PHB Revision –PHP compared chart 16665, 7th Ed. dated March 31, 2001. 

22 PHB Revision - DTON letters were submitted by the contractor and reviewed by PHB.  
PHB reported two DTON letters to the USCG, NIMA, and N/CS261.  These DTON 
letters are attached to this report. 

23 PHB Revision-Selected depths have been noted as “Rk” with the surrounding areas 
noted as “rky”. 

24 PHB Revision-The surrounding area noted as “rky”. 

25 PHP Revision-Selected depths have been noted as “Rk” with the surrounding areas 
noted as “rky”. 

26 PHP Revision-Selected depths have been noted as “Rk” with the surrounding areas 
noted as “rky”. 

27 PHP Revision-There is no “11 Rk” on smooth sheet at this position. 

28 PHP Revision-Selected depths have been noted as “Rk” with the surrounding areas 
noted as “rky”.  

29 PHB Revision-The surrounding area noted as “rky”. 

30 PHB Revision-Chart areas as shown on smooth sheet. 

31 PHB Revision – DTON letters were submitted by the contractor and reviewed by PHB.  
PHB reported three DTON letters to the USCG, NIMA, and N/CS261.  These DTON 
letters are attached to this report. 

32 PHP Revision-Do not concur, this area should continue to be included as a resurvey 
area to the “The National Survey Plan” (2001) and resurveyed at an interval appropriate 
to local conditions and available resources. 

33 PHP Revision-Do not concur, this area should continue to be included as a resurvey 
area to the “The National Survey Plan” (2001) and resurveyed at an interval appropriate 
to local conditions and available resources. 

34PHP Revision-Do not concur, this area should continue to be included as a resurvey 
area to the “The National Survey Plan” (2001) and resurveyed at an interval appropriate 
to local conditions and available resources. 

35 PHB Revision - DTON letters were submitted by the contractor and reviewed by PHB.  
PHB reported three DTON letters to the USCG, NIMA, and N/CS261.  These DTON 
letters are attached to this report. 
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36 PHP Revision-Do not concur, this area should continue to be included as a resurvey 
area to the “The National Survey Plan” (2001) and resurveyed at an interval appropriate 
to local conditions and available resources. 

37 PHP Revision-Three AWOIS items where investigated during survey operations, 
50758, 52649 and 52650.  AWOIS item 50759 falls outside the survey area and was not 
investigated by the hydrographer. 

38 PHP Revision- Concur, chart area as shown on smooth sheet. 

39 PHP Revision- Concur, chart area as shown on smooth sheet. 

40 PHP Revision- Concur, chart area as shown on smooth sheet, add “rky” notations as 
shown on smooth sheet. 

41 PHP Revision- Concur. 

42 PHP Revision- Continuous Maintenance Drawing, dated 01/22/2003, shows this 
ATON as G “5”.  Light List dated 2003, Volume VI list this buoy as “Knik Arm Shoal 
Lighted Buoy 5”, LL No. 26420. 

43 PHP Revision-Surveyed position is Latitude 61/12/12.139N, Longitude 
150/05/23.803W 

44 PHP Revision-ATON R N “2Ka” is not shown on the Continuous Maintenance 
Drawing, dated 01/22/2003.  It also is not listed in the 2003 Light List, Volume VI. 

45 PHP Revision-Retain cable area notations as shown on the H-drawing. 

46 PHP Revision-Filed with the survey records. 

47 PHP Revision- Strikeout  Compare  and replace with Chart. 

48 PHP Revision-Chart area as shown on smooth sheet. 
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Danger To Navigation Reports 
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This survey produced a Danger to Navigation Report. The report and the associated 
correspondence are included in this appendix. A list of the correspondence is below. 

 

Date    Recipient 

January 4, 2002  Commander Coast Guard District 

  CC: Gary Nelson NOAA (COTR) 
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Friday, January 04, 2002 

Commander Coast Guard District 

P.O. Box 25517 

Juneau, Alaska 99802-5517 

Reference: NOAA Survey Number H-11030 

  Contract Number  OPR-P385-KR-01 

Dear Sir: 

While conducting hydrographic surveys operations for the approaches to 
Anchorage, Alaska (NOAA Survey H-11030), Terra Surveys, LLC found several areas of 
shoaling.  Areas were found to be shallower than shown on Chart 16665.  Attached is the 
Danger to Navigation Report. 

Differential GPS and Multibeam sonar were used to determine the position and 
depths.  These data are preliminary and subject to office review. 

 

 Sincerely, 

 Terra Surveys, LLC 

 

 

 

 Thomas S. Newman, PLS 

 Partner 

Enclosures: 

CC: Gary Nelson 

 NOAA (COTR)
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REPORT OF DANGER TO NAVIGATION 

Hydrographic Survey Registry Number: H-11030 

State:     Alaska 

General Locality:    Cook Inlet 

Sublocality:    Woronzof Shoal to Anchorage 

Project Number:    OPR-P385-KR-01 

The following was found during hydrographic survey operations: 

 

Object discovered: Shoaling along fairway.  40’ Sounding found in an area depicted as 53’ 
on chart.  Position of sounding is: 

   Lat. 61° 12’ 49.79” N 

Long.   150° 02’ 39.07” W 

Object discovered: Rock found on north side of Woronzof Shoal.  Shoalest sounding on 
the rock is 8’.  Position of sounding is: 

   Lat. 61° 11’ 32.44” N 

Long.   150° 05’ 11.82” W 

Object discovered: Movement of Woronzof shoal.  A representative sounding is: 
 

17’ Sounding found offshore of the 30’ curve.  Position of sounding is: 
Lat. 61° 12’ 11.44” N 

Long.   150° 02’ 51.22” W 

Object discovered: Movement of Knik Arm Shoal.  Representative soundings are: 
 

19’ Sounding found offshore of the 30’ curve.  Position of sounding is: 
Lat. 61° 13’ 13.68” N 

Long.   150° 07’ 31.70” W 

18’ Sounding found offshore of the 30’ curve.  Position of sounding is: 
Lat. 61° 13’ 04.94” N 

Long.   150° 04’ 43.04” W 

27’ Sounding found offshore of the 30’ curve near 48’ sounding on 
chart.  Position of sounding is: 
Lat. 61° 12’ 11.52” N 

Long.   150° 06’ 42.49” W 
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APPENDIX II 

 
List of Geographic Names 
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No new geographic names, or changes to geographic names, were discovered in the 
survey area. 
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APPENDIX III 

 
Progress Sketch 
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Tides and Water Levels 
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APPENDIX IV 

 
Tides and Water Levels 

Abstract of Times of Hydrography for Smooth Tides 

Project:   OPR-385-KR-2001  Registry No.: H-11030 

 

Sheet Letter: B Inclusive Dates: MAY 18 – SEPT 8, 2001 

 

                                   
 

Time (UTC) 

 

 

Day (2001) 
Start End 

138 22:35:20 23:59:42 

139 0:06:20 23:57:12 

140 0:38:23 23:50:53 

141 0:09:27 23:54:37 

142 0:05:09 23:53:40 

143 0:00:28 23:57:27 

144 0:06:10 22:26:14 

145 0:06:05 23:21:10 

146 0:22:26 19:59:49 

149 20:31:31 23:59:59 

150 0:00:00 23:59:59 

151 0:00:00 03:22:02 

152 0:41:16 23:59:59 

153 0:00:00 17:14:50 
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154 0:51:50 01:55:32 

155 16:31:50 23:57:12 

156 0:13:43 21:37:44 

157 1:12:27 23:59:59 

158 0:00:00 23:38:26 

159 0:02:03 01:15:45 

160 23:17:35 23:59:59 

161 0:00:00 23:59:59 

162 0:00:00 23:55:01 

163 0:05:52 23:59:59 

164 0:00:00 23:56:37 

165 0:05:44 23:57:20 

166 0:05:08 23:52:24 

167 0:07:03 21:35:31 

210 19:23:55 23:57:46 

211 0:20:54 00:37:16 

235 20:24:27 20:57:14 

250 21:30:42 21:39:05 
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TIDE PROCEEDURES-LCMF, INC. 

OPR-P385-KR-2001 

Knik Arm, Cook Inlet 

Project Planning 

In conjunction with NOAA CO-OPS and the hydrographic survey contractor, LCMF developed a 
tidal zoning scheme in order to cover the project area.  LCMF provided Terra Surveys with 
reconnaissance resources regarding the tide station locations including photographs, maps and 
GPS coordinates.  If the site was a historical tide station, then the historical tide report and datum 
information was obtained from NOAA CO-OPS. 

Calibration 

Terra Surveys performed a calibration of the DAA H350XL/H355 digital tide gauge components 
prior to deployment and after demobilization.  Prior to deployment, each tide gauge was run 
through a series of measurements in a controlled environment.  The tide gauge orifice line was 
marked at one meter intervals and then lowered into a column of fresh water contained in a 9-
meter long PVC pipe.  Tide gauge depth readings were recorded every meter as the water column 
level was lowered and raised.  The difference between the reference depth and the observed  
depth  was calculated.  After, demobilization, LCMF personnel brought the tide gauges to the 
NOS Pacific Regional Office for calibration by comparison to a Paroscientific transducer. 

Installation 

Using the information acquired in the project planning stages, Terra Surveys personnel 
determined a final location for the tide stations with regard to the ease of access, protection from 
open seas, freedom from obstructions for transmission to GOES satellites and the type of 
shoreline. 

The tide gauges at both installations were powered by 12 volt 65 amp hour marine batteries with 
a solar cell for recharging.  The tide gauges at Fire Island were housed in an 8’ x 8’ Weatherport 
tent.  The tide gauge orifices at Fire Island were anchored to 700lb. welded railroad tie anchors 
and slung into the water by a helicopter.  The tide gauges at Port MacKenzie were housed in a 
Rubbermaid garden hut and the orifices were attached to a bracket and welded to the dock.  
Nitrogen tanks were used to purge the orifice tubing before beginning operation.  Three hours of 
staff shots were performed to confirm that the gauges were operating correctly. 

At Port MacKenzie, six NOS benchmarks were installed using either standard NOS caps or  ¾” 
stainless steel drive rod driven to refusal.  Third order levels were double run through the 
benchmarks at both sites to NOS specifications.  Two 5-hour GPS sessions with dual 
frequency geodetic quality receivers were performed on the primary benchmark at each 
site. 
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Field Maintenance Operation 

Terra field personnel made two or three visits per week to each tide station to ensure that the tide 
gauges were operating properly.  During a tide station visit on hour of staff shots was performed 
and the gauge settings and diagnostics were inspected and recorded.  Staff shots were analyzed at 
the tide station to check for outliers and changes to the staff constant that might indicate 
malfunctions or an unstable orifice.  Water density readings were recorded during each visit in 
order to update the gauge with a current slope constant.  Tide gauge data on flash cards  was  
brought back to the  Terra office in Palmer and emailed to the processing center at the LCMF 
office in Anchorage. 

Data Processing and Quality Control 

Tide data arrived in the LCMF office either from a GOES  transmission downloaded through the 
DAPS telnet site or by email from the Terra office in Palmer.  As a preliminary quality control 
check, office personnel graphed the data and inspected the tide curve for gaps, jumps and outliers.  
The data from the multiple backup gauges at each site were compared to ensure consistency.  The 
tide data from the primary gauge was then smoothed using a 5th degree polynomial curve fit 
program, reduced to MLLW datum and converted to the file format required by the contractor.  
The MLLW files were then emailed to the hydrographic survey processing team and posted on a 
secure ftp site. 

After several weeks of tide data collection, a preliminary datum was computed through the 
method of simultaneous comparisons at each tide station based on the control station for the 
project.  A tide-by-tide simultaneous comparison was computed for each 30-day water level 
series for each station using the primary gauge at the station.  Comparisons by monthly means 
were also tabulated for each calendar month. 

Demobilization 

After the completion of the hydrographic survey  Terra Surveys field personnel  demobilized the 
tide stations.  Final staff shots were performed and closeout levels were run through all of the 
benchmarks. 

Final Delivery 

LCMF was responsible for submitting to NOAA a tide report detailing the work completed which 
included the tide data and field information provided by Terra Surveys.  The final report contains 
a chart section, vicinity map, tide station report, benchmark descriptions, field book information, 
photographs, gauge calibrations and the computations for determing the final datum at each tide 
station. 
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Supplemental Survey Records and Correspondence 
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Thursday, June 19, 2003 
 
Rodger Graves 
Port of Anchorage 
Municipality of Anchorage 
2000 Anchorage Port Road 
Anchorage, Alaska 99501 
 

Reference:  Upper Cook Inlet Charting 

Dear Mr. Graves, 

 Terra Surveys, LLC performed three surveys near Anchorage in support of 
NOAA’s nautical charting efforts this past season.  These surveys are now complete, 
have been through a preliminary review by NOAA and we have received authorization to 
release a preliminary copy to interested parties.  LCDR Doug Baird of NOAA asked that 
we get a set of these drawings to you and your organization.  Please understand these 
sheets are preliminary and have NOT received final approval by NOAA.  In spite of their 
preliminary nature, the magnitude of changes found in this area of the inlet led to their 
early release on a limited basis.  

Please call if you have any questions. 

 

 Sincerely, 

 

 Terra Surveys, LLC 

 Thomas S. Newman, PLS 

 

enclosures 
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